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eBlessings International Daily Devotional Archives
enrich, inspire, encourage, bless, and empower spiritual warriors for end-time battles

prepared with the guidance of the Holy Spirit for spiritual growth and victory!

Devotionals Designed to Empower and Grow Our Spirits

NOVEMBER2008NOVEMBER2008NOVEMBER2008
V i s i t D O T , a n d W O W E m p o w e r m e n t S e r i e s ,

p l u s P r o p h e c y , S p i r i t u a l K e y s & L e s s o n s , I A , P P a n d m o r e . . .

Each One! Bless One!
You Make a Difference!

* * * * *

Have you ever been in bed and you could not move a muscle?
Have you ever been gripped by fear?

“For their power is in their mouth, (Banks with the ability to tell you a lie

with which you live in every day—homeowner owns the home when the

bank actually owns it; thus the genre of lies.) and in their tails: for their

tails were like unto serpents, and had heads, and with them they do

hurt. (Their reach from its central location, stretches through its branches,

personal bankers, loan officers, dividend managers, and approval

authorities.) And the rest of the men which were not killed by these

plagues (Depression, recession, compound interest, credit, greed,

avarice, complicity—murder in spirit, those unable to compete financially,

those psychologically fiscally deprived, drained spiritually due to worship

of money—their striving for it.) yet repented not of the works of their

hands, (Writing poor and bad loans; writing loans to non-existent clients,

rejecting / declining opportunities for the less fortunate; extending credit to

people with known poor money management, or loaning money to illicit

sources or for illicit purposes. Taking money, resources, from undisclosed

sources. Taking money from poor people, disadvantaged or those

ignorant of fiscal culture. Foreclosing on properties when there are other

ways of conducting societal business.) that they should not worship
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devils, (Worship money. Love money—with money on the mind (hear

frontal lobe). More correctly worship “mammon,” (the beast? the son of

“satan”?) for whom mammon (money) is named. Money is their “be all,”

“end all,” and downfall; investment bankers.) and idols of gold, and

silver, and brass, and stone, and of wood: which neither can see, nor

hear, nor walk: (Banking instruments: checks, CDs, mortgages, loans,

credit cards, debt, hedge, gap, specs, offshore, insurance.) Neither

repented they of their murders, (Killing people’s dreams, livelihoods,

ways of life, lifestyles, hopes, futures; not allowing fiscal opportunities.)

nor of their sorceries, (sorcery is sortilege, is lots (hear: lottery), is

gambling on loans, debt, credit, debit, --on debt, --on stocks, --on

people’s retirement funds, --the potential or the lack thereof.) nor of their

fornications, (Their abuse of widows, orphans, less fortunates, the

Middle Class, your mother and father and children if they can make a

dollar. Chasing the hottest skirt, secretary, teller, and “singing Susan.”)

nor of their thefts.” (Read the above thefts—because of their disbelief in

our Heavenly Father God above and the demons waiting below.

REVELATION 9:19-21 (KJ)

he Ether -1. This is a spiritually mature devotional. Please ask

Christ to allow you to receive this information because it is specifically

for spiritual warriors, those on the spiritual warrior path, and those who

plan to exercise their status as a spiritual warrior-priest of the Holy Father

God. This devotional is a spiritual key; use it for active spiritual growth and

empowerment.

I am going to speak here from my experience. Your experience may be

different, and then again, it may be strangely similar. If disbelief attempts

to enter into your hearts, simply say, “The LORD rebuke thee.” This is a

good practice to use during your days and nights when any negative
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thought approaches you (if you hear a negative thought), simply say, “The

LORD rebuke thee.”

Dictionary.com as most sources I checked immediately speaks of ether as

a highly volatile, flammable liquid chemical composition. Sure, in the

carnal, earthly realm ether is a chemical. But that is not what I am

addressing here. For the purpose of this devotional and your spiritual life,

ether is the SPIRITUAL REALM. We live in the earthly realm or plane

which intersects and is a part of spiritual realm; they exist together. What

am I talking about? First, you have to realize that you have a spirit residing

in your body. Do you know that you have a spirit in your body? Not your

emotions. Not your mind. Not your heart. Your spirit. Your spirit dwells in

your body. This vessel of yours represents an intersection of the spiritual

realm and the physical realm. What I just wrote, I just heard for the first

time, just now. Wow. I knew about our spirits being in our bodies, but I

never in all that I am about to tell you thought of the fact that our bodies

represent a entranceway, a portal into the spiritual realm. The portals

which allow us entrance into and out of the ether, the spiritual realm is

what this devotional is about. I will address “portals” soon.

Dictionary.com lists synonyms for ether as: air, anesthetic, atmosphere,

compound, element, gas, sky, solvent. This is especially interesting from

dictionary.com: Physics. A hypothetical substance supposed to occupy all

space, postulated to account for the propagation of electromagnetic

radiation through space. This sounds like the ether I am talking about.

If you have ever been lying on the bed or on the sofa and suddenly you

were gripped with fear and then you could not move. This experience can

happen to you without the fear coming first, without the fear at all, or the

fear coming later depending on how you handle the situation. Ok, how

many of you have ever had that “gripping” experience? Doctors,
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psychologists will tell you that that is “anxiety;” an anxiety attack. Let me

tell you, I have had those attacks and they only went away once I could

get my lips to move, to get my tongue to move, to get my mouth to move

to say, “Jesus.” “Jesus.” “Jesus.” Then once I could get “Jesus” out of my

mouth, I would then say, what? Yes you guessed it, “The LORD rebuke

thee.” When this so-called anxiety attack happens, know this: it is an

attack from the enemies of Father God, from one enemy typically—an

unclean spirit. One unclean spirit attempts to get in then it is followed by

others; once one is inside you, it leaves the door, the window, the crack,

or the pin hole open for others. (to be continued)
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